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TEST ARRANGEMENT
All tests were ca¡ried out with a guarded hot box and
associated cold room facilitl',3 shorvn in Fig. l. The
cold room is divided bv a wall into two compartments.
The cold side can be controlled at temperatures from
+40 F to ---ó0 F with air temperature variations at
an1' point less than -F0.1 F, and a floor. to ceiling
gradient of less than -¡0.5 F. Air is discharged hori-
zontaìly at ceiling level from the difiuser in use and
returns through an opening in the front of the difiuser
nea¡ the floor. Air velocity at the test wall is approxi-
mately 5 mph in a downward direction. The warm side
is heated b1- eleetric gravity baseboard convectors and
is controlled to +-0.25 F at the thermostat.

The guarded hot box (Fig. 2) is designed to measure
heat flow through a 4-ft-wide by 8-ft-high test section
placed between the warm and cold sides. The box is
lined with radiant heating panel through which constant
temperature liquid is circulated to provide uniform
surface temperatures. In these tests air circuìation in
the box was by natural convection. At the greatest
heat input required, the maximum air temperature
gradient from top to bottom was about $Vz F, although
t}re maximum air temperature variation over the height
of the test window was less than 3 F. The average air
temperature was approximately 3 F lower tlan the box
surlac€ temp€rature. The average heat transfer coeffi-
cients at the specimen surface provided by the apparatus
are close to the value for vertical surfaces given in the
ASHRÁ,E Guide And Data Book for natural convection
conditions.

The test window consisted of two sheets of 3/LGn.
glass, separated by an air space, mounted in an open-

ing. 3 ft rçide by 5 ft high, which rças centlallv locatecl
in a panel o{ insulated corrstruction, 4 ft wide by 8 ft
high 1Fig. 3). The inner pane \ras permanently mounted
flush rvith the inside surface of the panel. The outer
pane $ as movable so that the air space thicknesses
could be changed without moving the hot box. Air
spacé thicknesses of la, a/2, 3/1, L, 2, 4, and 6 in. were
investigated for the lft-high window. Measurements
were also carried out on a 2]/2-lt-high window, for
which tlre upper half of the openirrg was frlled with
rigid insulation; air space thicknesses rr¿ere 7/a, lz, s/+,

l, 2. and 3 in. Inner and outer panes were sealed into
the opening rvith tape to prevent air leakage. A series
of temperature measurements were made with a light
plywood frame around the interior perimeter of the
S-ft-high window conûguration, projecting 3 in. and 8 in.
from the inside surface. so as to simulate recessing of a

window into the wall in which it is installed.

Air temperatures on the warm and cold sides and
in the air space were ineasured with 3O-gauge copper-
constantan unshielded thermocouples, positioned ver-
tically as shown in Fig. 3. On the warm and cold sides
two thermocouples were located at each level I ft on
either side of the vertical centerline. For the 2y2-lt-
high window the air space thermocouples were located
at the same relative heights as for the S-ft-high window.

The air space thermocouple junctions were Eup'
ported by horizontal /s-in. diameter solid brass rods
soldered to a vertical Y¿-in. dia brass tube, 8 in. away,
through which the le¡d wires were carried. In this
way flow conditions near the junctions were not afrected
by the vertical support. The support was held in placc
by compression agãinst the top and bottom surfaces of

,#-
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top of the air space and 1.5 F too high at the bottom

for the lowest cold room temperature'
Glass surface temPeraturæ u'ere measured rvith

thermocouple junctions of 0'0O2-in"thick copper'cort'
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minimize edge heat leakage the average warm ¡oom airte guarded hot box edge,

i was controlled to within
re of the ai¡ in the box.

of atl air and surface t"-p"r^t'Tä"::Tffi:i rï:: ,îiÍ:
guarded hot box. All measurr
state heat flo
prior to any
tests. During
hot box was r
input were less than 2 watts; an average taken over sev-
eral hours, tlrerefore, provided good 

"-ccura"y.P¡ior to the window te ts úle insulated panel con-
taining the window opening was calibrated'to obtain
the heat flow through it ". ã function of air-to-air tem-
perature difierence. This was done by installing a 4,in..
thick uniform blank of rigid insulation in the" opening
and measuring the heat flow through th" p"r,ei-bl".rf

combination with the guarded hot box at the same cold

put to_ the guarded hot box, He¿t flow through the in-
sulated panel was L4 to I6fo of the total heat floi through
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blank and around it to the cold room. With the narrow
air space window artangements the lateral he¿t flow
largeþ bypassed the window; with the widest air spaces

t-here was heat flow {rom the panel to the air space near

the warm pane and f¡om the air space to the panel near

the cold pàne; at intermediate air space thicknessæ the

lateral heat flow introduced a net heat gain to the air

small compared to that through the window. Based on

these considerations it is estimated that the error in the

determination of heat flow through the window arrsnge'
ment. exclusive of errors due to lateral heat flow in
the insulated panel, were less than 2t/r/o fot the S'ft
window anð, [t/z% for the 2t/r-ft'high window.

TEtrIPERATUNE RESI]LTS
The results of the vertical center line temperature meas'

urements for the various basic window con6gurations

sPace.

Because oI these difierences in lateral heat flow the

heat flow into the panel adjacent to the window opening
was greater during the window tests than during the

calibration tests. This heat flow was calculated from
the temperature measurements and the average surface

conductance. The average surface conductance was

about 1.5 for the panel and about 1.35 Btu per (hr)
(sk ft l ldeg F) for the windows. A mean value

was assumed for the vicinity of the opening. The dif-
ferences in heat flow into the panel adjacent to the

opening amounted to 6% of the heat flow through the

S-ft window with 6-in. air space, increasing to 7/o î.ot

úe y4-in. air space. For the 2r/"'firhigh window the

difierences varied from I to I07a of the rvindow heat

flow.
The extent to rvhich the lateral heat flow influenced

the heat minate.

In calcu above'

the heat on the

calibrati qual to
one-half the calculated additional lateral heat flow during
the window tests. This procedure limits the error in
window heat flow due to lateral heat flow to about -+3

to 31./zd" for the S-ft rvindow and -r-4 ¡o 5% for the

2þ-ft rvindow.
The total error in the measurement of heat flow

through the window arrangement depends upon the

error in measuring heat flow through both the panel-

blank and panel-window combinations as well as the

error in detèrmining heat flow through the blank. The
total error is also dependent on whether the errors are

of approxim atelv 3l/r.3

Since the box was operated al similar conditions
for both window and calibration tesls the systematic
errors due to edge heat leakage are subtractive' Random
heat flow mea¡¡urement errors in the guarded hot box

were approximately L lo Lyz%. It is estimated that

th" .r.ài in the determination of heat flow through the

blank was approximately 3%, although this error is not

important since the heat flow through the blank was

than L/o.
All of the inside surface temPerature gradrents

exhibit an $shaped profile and reflect to some degree

the temperature gradients in the air space' The vari'
ations in both suiface a¡d air space temperatures from
top to bottom are greatest for the larger air space

thicknesses. It rvilt be noted that the shape of the vertical

air space temperature profrles varies with air space thick'
ness. Eckerr and Carlson have shown,a for air sPaces

bounded by isothermal surfaces, that the shape of these

proñles depends upon the non-radiative heat flow regime

that exists in the air sPace.

These regimes, in turn, depend on the value of the

Grashof ,,u*i"., G.r, and on the height-to'thickness

ratio. HiL. In the "conduction regime," obtained

when G.¡ is small and H,/L is large, heat is transferred

mainly bì conduction and the temperature drop -from
the hát to the cold sur{ace is linear over the central part

very small. Conditions under which such a tempera'

turó field exists are referred to as the "boundary ìayer

the "transition regime."
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peratures toward the cold surface temperature. These
regions of varying temperature increase in size with
increasing G,r until they meet at mid-height in the

perature measurements.

regine when 2t/z ft high (Fig. 5d). The 2-in. air

l0' t0r ¡06 t0t t0r
Grl

space, 5 ft high, which is geometrically similar to the
I-in. air space, 27/2 ft high, is also in the transition
regime according to the temperature profiles. The shape
of the proÊles obtained for the 2-in.-thick b,v 2th-Ít
high and the 4-in.-thick by S-ft-high air spaces (FiS.
5e) on the other hand indicate that they are u'ithin the
boundary layer re..*inie. The 3-in.- and 6.in.-thick air
spaces (Fig. 5f) are also within the boundarv laver
regime. It would seem that the transition regime in
window air spaces extends to greater air space widths
than in air spaces bounded by isothermal surfaces.

SURFACE TEIIIPERATIIRES
It has been pointed out tlat the inside surface vertical
temperature profiles generally reflect the air space tem-
perature pattern and result in inside surface temperatures
being lower at the bottom than at the top. This applies
even to tìe narrow air spaces with heat transfer in the
conduction regime where convection efiects, nevertheless,
occur at the top and bottom. In this connection
Eckert and Carlson point out that at the bottom edge
of the warm surface the local heat transfer coefficieat
in the air space is significantly higher than in the cenfal
region and is lower at the corresponding top edge. The
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can be explained by consideration of the convection con'

ditions on the warm side.

Natural convection air flow occurs in a vertical
downward direction over the inside window surface'

Natural convection can be described in terms of N*',

heat transfer rate is described by the following equation,

taken from Reference (5):

K
|r[*': 0.3?8 . (G..') r/¡, or h" --. 0.3?8 ' (G.")'^

X'

When G." P. is greater than about IOp the flow

becomes turbulent and in this range the heat transfer

coefficient is described by the following equation, taken

from Reference (5):

K
G,,'¡'n or h: - 0.1 (P. . G.'')'/'

0.4 0. ó 0.8 1' 0 1.2

hc, BTU,(HR)(sQ FT)("F)

Fig, B Conttectio¡t heat trønsler coefficient ouer in'
si.de surløce ol l/a-in. x 5'lt u'indow

situation is reversed at the top and bottom edges of

the cold surface. This further explains the inside sur'
face temperature gradients in the vicinity of upper and

lower edges of the window, as well as at the outside

surface. It can be calculatedn that the height oI the

convection region from the bottom of the window is
less than I in. for the la'in. air space, but increases

significantly 'rvith increasing air space thickness' This
is evident in the difierence between the surface tempera-

ture gradients at the bottom of the r/a- and 7/2'in. air
sPaces.

In the case of the thicker air spaces, with heat

trans{er in the transilion and boundary layer regime,

the thickness of the laminar flow boundary layer in the

air space adjacent to the warm surface increases with
distance from the lower edge; similarly for the cold

surface it increases with distance from the upper edge'

The result is higher than average heat transfer coelfi'

cients at the bottãm adjacent to the warm surface, which

are reflected in the large warm surface temperature
gradients near the bottom for the wider spaces' At the

v'ery bottom, however, the gradient dec¡eases. It is

assumed that this is due to radiation exchange between

the glass near the a

boundary rvhich is
air spaces, the angl
insulation is smalle c

Since this efiect is not evident in the sur{ace tem'

peratures at the bottom edge of the,narrow air spaces

it is assumed that conduction into the glass {rom the

insulation is not signifrcant. It will be noted that the

t

5

(1)

(2)Nu,':0.1 (P.

Values of the convective component of the surface

condue.tance for the inside surface of the 5'ft 'lvindow

between 1 to 3 ft from the top, and a constant value

when turbulent flow is established.

The rise in heat trans{er coeñcient rvith turbulent
flow causes the tise in surface temPerature f rom the

center downwards with the narrow air spaces of S'ft

At greater air space widths, the eftect of the tran'
sition from laminar ìo turbulent flow in the boundary

The large temperature
the top edge with all air
to be due in part to th
coefËcient at this edge,

downward direction.
On the cold side, forced convection flow was pro'

vided in a downward direction over the window surface

at a velocity of approximately 5 mph. Outside surface

conductances were ãbout 3.5 for th; S'ft window and

about 3.2 Btu per (hr) (sq ft) (F) f'or the 212'It
window. It is aimost certain that flow over the window
was turbulent because of the turbulence of the f ree

+10'F Cold Room Temperature

F Cold Room TemPerature

l¡mlnar Gnr Pr ( l0¡

tor<Grxr Pr (lot

Turbulent Grxr Pr > lot
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Fig. 9 Tentperature index ualues lor insid.e surla.ce

The minimum temp€rature index of one specimen with
7/2-in. air space and all vinyl sash was 0.50. while that
for another with Yz-Á. sealed double glaging enclosed
in vinyl sash was 0.47. Published values; of surface
temperatures for a nunrber of proprietary sealed double
glazing units, about 20 in. high, in wood frames gaïe a
minimum value of the temperature index of 0.33 and
lower, at the junction ol glass and frame; i¡ this case
tlere was a recess ol I7/z to 2 in. at the point of tem-
perature measurement. The surface temperature gradi-
ents were very large neâr the bottom and .top so that I
in. above the lower frarne mem-ber the temperãture index
was about 0.53.

The temperature index of all windor{s can be im-
proved by forced convection over inside óurfaces but
this of course increases overall heat tra¡smission. Low
surface temperatures are difrcult to overcome adjacent

temperalure rise in a dounward directi<¡n o¡r this surface.
This is evident in the case of the narrow S-fr-high

air spaces except åt the upper edge, where a local in_
crease in surlace temperature oc"u.. due to recessing
ol. the-cold pane in the insulated opening. With the
6'jn. air -rp""., 5 ft high. where theie is no recessing
of the.cold pane, the cold surface temperatures increasË
in a downward direction at the very top, as would be
predicted. Over the rernaining height åi th" window,
however, the temperatures decìease toward the bottom
due to the temperature gradients in the air space and on
the warm surface. Thii also applies to the other wider
air spaces.

0.

IIIINIIIU}T SURFACE TEìUPERATUNES
The value of double rvindorçs in permitting higher in-
side relative humidities is determined by tÈe --ini-u-inside surface temperatures. For the básic windol. ar.
rangements in this studv temperatures on the vertical
centerline rrere allr ar-s lou,er than those measured at
corresponding levels at other locations shorçn jn Fig. 4.
ln F¡S. 9. r'ertical center line surface temperatures near
the bottom ol the r.ar.ious u.indorv condgurations are
compared l'ith those at the center and witÈ the rveiehted
averages calculated from all surface temperatures. In_
cluded are the inside surface temperatures measured near
the bottom of the S-ft-high wind-ows with the simuleted
recessing of 3 in. and I in.

It ìf ill be noted that the lowest temperatures occur
at the bottom of the windorr in all buf the /1-in. air
space rvith the S-ft height. The difierence beru,een tem-
peratures 2 in. and I in. from the bottom is small.
Furthermore. the efiect of air space thickness on the
value of the minimum surface temperature is not great:
with the simulated recessing thé difie.ence. báome
insignificant. Lower minimum surface temperatures
occur on the 2y2-ft u-iudows than on the S-ft or,... .r.r,
though center and av€rage temperatures are generalll,
as high, or higher. l\Iinimum lnside surface, tempera-
tures are lower with the simulated recessing duì to
interference with convectir,n conditions. TÈe center
temperature is lower than tle average by a_bout 2/c oÍ
the overall temperature difierence.

, The surface temperature parameter used in Fig. 9
and in preceding figures is a convenient one fo, cãm_
parison of window condensation performance and has
been referred to as a "condensatitn index.,,6 It must
have a value between 0 and l. The values of this tem-
perature index for the basic windows of this study pro_
vide a useful yardstick for rating the performancË of
proprietary windows. The surface ternperatures of a
number of such windows have been measured under
conditions similar to those in the present investigation.
Several of these were horizontal sliding double wiidows,
212 to 3-ft high and with air space thicknesses from
2 t? 4y2 in., having aluminum frames incorporatirrg
lptimum tlermal insulating breaks. These specimens
had minimum inside surface temperatures corresponding
to a temperature index of 0.55 to 0.S7, which is in
close agreement with values in Fig. 9 fior the 212-Ít
window.

Providing optimurn surface temperatures becomes
more difficult with narr.ow'air spaces due in part to the
relatively high conductance of sash or sp"cei materials.

o
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Table l. Relative Humidity for Condensation
ys. Temperature Index

Tt:70 F, T.:0 F
lndex
0.65
o.60
0.55
0.50
0.45

RH, Y"
4L
36
31.5
27
24

H-5fr
Bottom

Average

Center

Bottom, Recesseda

o Average
ô Center
o 2 ¡n. above bottom
v I ln. above bottom
¡ 2 ln. above bottom

3-ln. ræess
r I ln. above bottom

3-in. recess
¡ 2 ln. above bottom

8-in. recessr I in. above bottom
8-in. ræess

H.2lfr

Bottom

Average

enter
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Thermal conducta,nce of S-ft.high aír spaceFig. I0

to a recess because of the interference witì convectíon
heat transfer.

Values of the surface temperature index for ùe
center of the various proprietary windows already re-
fer¡ed to correspond closely to the values shown in Fig. 9
for the basic rvindow; in some instances . the' values
*-ere slightly higher due to increased heat flow through
the frames into the air space. It is common practice
to base the allowable building humidity on window sur.
face temperatures calculated from average thermal con-
ductance or L values. These calculated average surface
temperatures correspond to a temperature index of about
0.65 which is close to the temperature index based on
average surface temperatures in Fig. 9, compared with
a minimum value of 0.55 for a well designed double
window. Table I gives values of the humidity at which
condensation occurs for various values of the tempera-
ture index, with inside air at ?0 F and outside air 0 F.
It will be noted that the relative humidity that can be
carried is significantly overestimated when based on
average surface temperature.

THENìi{AL CONDUCTANCES
Air space conductances obtained for the í-lt and 21/2-1¡.
window conÊgurations are given in Figs. I0 and II.
Thes¿ are compared with values calculated from pub-
lished data.t The conductance valueg for this præent
study were calculated from the window heat flow values
and from average values of the measured surface tem-
peratures. In determining the average surface tempera-
tures the measured lemperatures were weighted for area
on the basis of plotted isotherm patterns. The conductances
were adj usted to account for the thermal resistaice of
the glass.

Fig. 11 Thermøl conductance ol 2/2-lt-high air space

The variation o{ conductance with thickness for
the basic window follows ùe same general pattern as
the calculated values. Agreement in absolute values for
the narrorver air space widths is well within ùe limits
of error; the large discrepancy for the /a.in. space is
probably due to a greater uncertainty in average air
space thickness. The decrease in conductance with
thickness at air space thicknesses greater than I in. is
larger for the basic rvindow. The significance of this
is not known.

Air space conductance calculated from a relation-
ship in Reference (4) for the boundar,.r layer regime,
using the average of measured surface temperatures for
the basic window witl the cold room at -30 F, are
essentially constant with thickness at a value of 0.99 Btu
per (hr) (sq ft) (F) for the ífoot height. The relation-
ship in Reference (4) is based on measurements with
essentially isothermal surfaces and it may be that the
slope in the values for the basic window is related to
the non-isothermal nature of the surlaces. Tests were
carried out on 5-ft window with 6'in. air space with
forced convection in the guarded hot box in order to
provide more uniform warm.pane temperatures. This
resulted in an increase in air space conductance of
about 7/o.

CONCLUSION
Under winter conditions, with natural convection on the
warm side, basic double windows exhibit a signiñcant
vertical temp€rature gradient on the inside surf ace,
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with ìorr'est temperatures at the bottom. The shape of
the eurface temperature gradient depends primarily on

the air spece temperature distribution and on the surface
heat transfer conditions, The air space temperature con'
ditions dçend upon the type of heat flow regime, which
i¡ a function of the height-to-tùickness ratio a¡d the
Grashof number based on thickness. The inside surtac€
hcat transfer coefficient for natural convection is de'
pendent on the distance from the top edge of the window.

Surface temperaturæ calculated from heat trans'
mission coefficients in the ASHRAE Guide And Data
Book2 arc in close agreement with average surface tem'
peratures obtained lor the basic window in this study.
The calculated values also approximate closely tle eur'
face temperatures at the center of the basic window
and many proprietary windows. The relative humidities
that can be tolerated, which depend on minimum sur-
face temperatures, are signifrcantll' overestimated when

based on calculated average values.
The ratio of t}e difference in temperature between

the u'arm surface and outside air to the overall air'to'air
temperature difierence is a convenient index for describ'
ing thermal characteristics of windows. It is essentially
independent of overall ternperature difierence over a

range of outside temperatures, provided that convection
conditions are constant. The values of this index for
the basic window of this study provide a useful yard-
stick for rating the performance of practical window
arransements. For optimum performance the value of
the index for sash, frame, and glass would be at least
as high as tÌ¡e minimurn values for the basic windorv of
similar dimensions.

Practical t'indow arrangements can be constructed
for which the minimum values of the index are not less

than those for the basic window. With metal windows
this requires the incorporation of a subshntial insulating
separation in frames or sash. This becomes difficult
rvitl narrorv air spaces due to space limitations. In
practice there are a number of factors tending to lower
the value of the index, for exa-ple, recessing of windows
into the n'all, stools, and blinds or drapes. Correspond-
ingly, tle introduction of heat and forced convection will
ænd to increase t.he temperature index at the exPense

of heat loss.
,A,ir space conductances measured in this study

show varialions with thickness similar to those measured

by other investigators. The conductances appear, how-
erler, to decrease more rapidly with the wider thicknesses.

for publication.
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: Thermal conductance, Btu per (hr1 1sq ft) (F

temp difi)
: Speciñc heat of air at constant pressure, Btu

per (lb) (F)
: I-ocal acceleration of gravity, ft per (sec)'z
: I{eight of air space, ft
: Local convection heat transfer coefficient, Btu

per (hr) (sq ft) (F temp difi)
: Thermal conductivity ol air, Btu per (hr) (tq

ft) (F per ft of thickness)
: Thickness of air space, ft or in.
: Tomperature of surface or air, F

T1¡ aversge air temperature in guarded hot box
To, average air temperature in cold room
tr, average temPerature of warm pane

L, average temPerature of cold pane
: Distance from bottom edge of window, ft
: distance from top edge of window. ft
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Dimeneionlees Paramelerg

G,r, : Grashof number based on

L, p ö pt Lt (t, - to) / tt", dimensionless
G," : Grashof number based on

X', p ð p' X" (T' 
- 

tr) / p', dimensionless
Nu,' : Nusselt number based on X', h" X'/K. dimel-

sionless
P. : Prandtl number. pC-/K. dimensionless

Greek l-ettere

,B : coefficient oi tlermal expansion oÍ air, tR d"g)-'
p : rnass density of air, slugs per (ft)3
/¡ : dynamic viscosity of air, lb per (hr) (ft)
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DISCUSSION

H. A. CLOUD, Minneapolis, Minn. (Writteo): The authors are to be
ængratulated on a signifcant contribution to a subiect that bu been
in ¡ ratùer ænfuing state for some tine. On page 87 of the 1963
ASHRAE Guide Änd Data Book, a tgue shows the relative humiditv
at vhicb window condensation will occur 6 s function of outdoor tem-
Ircråtue. On page 637 of the same bæk, there is a table of recom-
mended huidity lryels bsed on condesation problems in a structure.
These two ¡eferenæs are in gross disagreement, and this paper cllriûes
this subiæt.

During rænt years, we have aæuulated a considerable amount

of data on window co¡densation.These data have been in connection
with relative humidity controì problems encounte¡ed as B result o{ tbe
increased use of power humidifiers.

Rather e¡tensive instrumentation *'qs installed in one house to
messufe and reæ¡d window temperature, outdoor ¡nd indoor tempera-
tu¡es, and relative humidity. This house s'as an average three bed¡oom'
singte level ¡ambler, with full bæement. The windows were st¡ndsd
wood frame with combination aluminum stoms and screens. The figure
below shows a plot of the desi¡ed relative humidity vs. outdoor temlæra-
tu¡e to prevent window ændensÂtion in this house. The circled points
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índ.icat! actual conditiot where condensation iust appeared on the

i;;;;;; of the window' Further field t6ts on approrimatelv 20

i-"tä i""" 
-rfrã* that this curu€ giv6 safe operating conditions of

rel¡tivc humiditY'

dential ffeld tests â8¡ee quite well with date presented by thc authors

of this paper.

of the glass or air in the space?

lhe conduction reginre.

FlouRE I I RELATIVE tlUIlUTl€s aT WHIC¡{ wlNOOw CONO€}{iATION STARTS
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